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FEBRUARY 1963 HAS BEEN the month of the Bashee Bridge murders
and of the publication of the Bantu Laws Amendment Bill. Both
seem to mark the end of a period of waiting. The Bashee Bridge
confirm~ the appearance on the scene of a new force, of men who
will kill in defiance of tradition and of modern political teaching.
In olden times, the stranger in one's midst, the women and the
children were· spared. At the Bashee Bridge they were butchered.
And in Cape Town, Parliament will debate a Bill which removes
the remaining rights of Africans living in our towns and cities, as
they have lost them on the white men's farms, and are losing them
in the Bantustans. The totality of control is within sight, the end
of surviving freedoms.

In 1927, the prophetic Lord Olivier warned "the Western
civilised man ... whether he be white, coloured or black" of the
threatened destruction of his forces by "an irreconcilable Jacquerie
of oppressed and dissatisfied natives". The other threat to his
leadership was a departure from "the ethical principles that have
made We~tern civilisation". In the Bashee Bridge murders we
seem to see the "irreconcilable Jacquerie"; in the Bill the end
of the Western ethic.

To Lord OIivier, the Western civilised man could be white,
coloured or black. Men of all these stocks could have acted in
the way he feared they might. And, had the Afrikaner Nationalists
wanted a black Trollip or a coloured Waring they would doubtless
have. found them. The fact is. however, that the whites have
departed from the ethic almost alone. And the irreconcilables
they have created are not only the Jacquerie, but also men nearer
the ideal of world civilization, black, coloured and white men.
It is, as never before, the duty of the latter to rid South Africa
of its present rulers before the desperation of the Jacquerie and the
counter-terrorisnl of the Western apos~a~es can prolong the
struggle and jeopardise the nonracialism of the future.

Since Novelnber 1962, our publishing programme
has been altered in such a way that The New African
has been appearing, as it will continue to appear, every
five weeks. We shall thus produce ten issues in the year,
of twenty pages each. The next issue will appear on
24 March 1963.

We 111ust also announce, with regret, that The New
African will no longer be obtainable through the
Central News Agency.



Liberals In the
Revolution
What significant contribution
can a handful of white Liberals make?

PATRICK VAN RENSBURG

A BOOK OF MINE published in January~ 1962~ met .with
a certain amount of criticism from some South Africans
who had read it and considerably harsher criticism
from some South Africans who had not read it. (I am
not, of course, talking about that part of South Africa
which simply banned the book.)

It was the last part of the book which attracted mo~t

of the criticism. One of the principal statements of thIS
part of the book was ~ha.t the.re was very l~ttle po~nt in
talking about non-racIalIsm In South AfrIca until the
minority had been divested of its exclusive power.
Only after power had been transferred to the majority
would efforts towards race 'Conciliation have any point.
This is arguable, I know, but I have seen no argument
on this point. .

What significant contribution can a handful of white
Liberals make to improved race relations when the
majority of whites are dedicated to ra.cial oppress~on?

And can the Liberal Party really gaIn and retain a
large African foHowing? I wonder, indeed, if there is
any significant contribution that white or black Libe
rals can make to African liberation. Can it honestly b~

said that the policies and activities of the Liberal
Party are likely to lead directly to the early overthrow
of the Government?

If it is correct to say that efforts towards non
racialism must await the transfer of power from the
minority to the majority, then that would imply that
the transfer of power must be the prior objective of
the non-racialist. And yet, how much can he really
contribute towards this objective?

I think that it is time for Liberals to recognise
honestly that there is very little indeed that they can
do that will directly result in African freedom; it is
time, also, to see clearly that their work for non
racialism can, at this time. amount to little more than
personal acts of charity (though such social work is of
the greatest importance.)

IT IS TIME TO ADMIT that Liberals can, at most, be only
the very junior partners of Africans in working for the
transfer of power to the majority. It is time to accept
African nationalist leadership, in principle (leaving it

PAT R I C K V A N R ENS BUR G resigned as
South African vice-consul in Leopoldville to
become Transvaal organiser of the Liberal Party,
went to England in 1959 where he jointly initiated
the 1959 trade boycott, and later wrote Guilty
Land. He has just opened a nonracial school at
Serowe, Bechuanaland.
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to Africans to decide which African nationalists shall
lead them). Liberals should accept the goal of African
unity and be more forthrightly Socialist. They should
avoid action which appears as competition with the
banned African movements (such as attempts at large
scale African recruitment). They should abandon any
pretensions they may themselves have to forming a
Government.

I believe that racial reconciliation will be possible
only after liberation and that Liberals will then have an
important role to play. They would need to have the
confidence of Africans in the major African organisa
tions. They will not have this confidence and tru~t if
they are now in rivalry and competition with AfrIcan
organisations and leadership.

In both Northern and Southern Rhodesia, parties
called 'Liberal' have recently disbanded themselves.
There are not many parallels between them and the
Liberal Party of South Africa, but there is one very im
portant similarity. All three had one main objective in
common, for all three were interested in racial recon
ciliation. The Liberal Party of South Africa has often
said that it stands between Black and White national
ism, and the other two parties had positions roughly
similar in their respective contexts. The principal
achievement of all three has been a 'parity of abuse'
(in varying degrees) from the two fires betwe.en which
they stand.

I think that the 'Liberal' Parties of Northern and
Southern Rhodesia should have re-assessed their objec
tives some time ago. In Southern Rhodesia, the C.A.P.
should not have carried on as before after Mr. Todd
quitted it. I am certainly not suggesting that the S.A.
Liberal Party should dissolve. itself. I am afraid, how
ever, that unless it does review its objectives, it might
later have to wind up. The Northern Rhodesian Liberal
Party, properly motivated, should not have had now to
end its life; indeed, now should have been its moment
to come into its own.

ONLY IF LIBERALS COULD offer an alternative (and
speedy) means of liberation to violence and anti-white
isnl would they be justified in condemning them. The
choice of condemning or condoning should be a
personal and individual one, rather than that of the
Party as a whole. It is the white man who has forced
this choice of weapons on the African, and, in the
circumstances, they may be justifiable as weapons of
revolution, however intolerable they may be in a non
revolutionary situation. In my own view, the attitudes
and actions of the Government have long passed the
point where to fight them with violence can be said
to be totally immoral.

If the Liberal Party could agree to make these
various adjustments, I think that what might be called
its welfare work would then become more valuable
than ever before. It would be more effective in building
African confidence and trust in the Party, because no
one could interpret its charity as an attempt to recruit
African members. Liberals would cease to be rivals of
African Nationalists. The Party would have accepted
that it was not in its hands to decide the choice of
weapons against white supremacy; indeed, by implica
tion, it would have agreed, at the very least, to condone
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whatever action African Nationalists had chosen. The
Party is, I think, essentially a party of protest, not
itself possessing the means of overthrowing white domi
nation. Its future activities would be confined to acts
of protest (I include here fighting elections). It is
probable that the activities of the Party would remain
unchanged; its attitudes and declared objectives, alone,
would be altered.

It is not the fault of those inside the Liberal Party
that it cannot attain its goals, but the madness of the

COMMENT
The land is inalienable

LET US LIVE above hypocrisy and let us speak the truth
as we see it. In this world of ours, land is the deter
mining factor in all major things of life. Unless one
possesses absolute right to the land on which one lives,
one is no better than a slave.

When Europeans came to this continent, Africans
already accepted certain fundamental principles of law
governing land ownership. Amongst these were:-

(a) that the land in this continent is owned by all
Africans as a national unit and by every Afri
can as an individual human being;

(b) that the land owned by Africans is inalienable;
and

(c) that Africans or any other persons may be
allowed the exclusive use of the land, properly
assigned by representatives of the law.

As far as Africans are concerned they possess a dual
ownership: (1) they own the land from the surface to
th~ centre of the earth; (2) each individual African, in
addition possesses the right to use the land.

On the other hand, foreigners may only acquire the
right to use the land. Therefore, unless one is com
pletely Africanised, it is humanly impossible, by wish
or desire alone to confer ownership. Because the law
of inalienability excluded foreigners from real owner
ship an ingenious device was conceived in an attempt
to circumvent the practices of the Africans.

THE SYSTEM OF slavery is perhaps as old as the white
man is. In its "modified" form it is legalised under the
Master and Servant Act. The system of owning human
beings had already become second nature to many
settlers. It was therefore not a great task to regard
Africans as hewers of wood and drawers of water.
After Africans had been conquered a wrong assump
tion was arrived at that their land too had miraculously
passed into the hands of the settlers.

But much more than this, great damage was done by
a ruthless systematic conditioning and inlpoverishment.
Paripassu with this scheme, Africans were taught the
settlers' histories of conquest, which were biased. They
were taught in schools~ churches and everywhere that
their land had passed into the hands of the settlers and
they were taught to accept, childlike, the guardianship
of the settlers.

Expressions of independent opinion are l,velcomed
in this "Comment" feature.
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whites outside. It is not Liberals who are to blame if
Africans have to' choose illiberal weapons to rid them
selves qf domination. The fact is that the Liberal Hour
must await the passing of many turbulent monlents. I
am convinced that after Africans have liberated them
selves, the economic facts will dictate a social recon
ciliation. And that will be the time when Liberals will
have a crucial part to play, provided they do not
jeopardise. their role by their present actions. •

But the seed of nationalism dies very hard indeed, if
it dies at all. For, throughout the years of conquest
and subjugation there remained a hard core of the
Africans that became impervious to conditioning. We
honour them for keeping alive and in motion, the
wheel of resistance.

In recent years, some whites have not stopped to
justify their stay here. They go so far as to allege that
they have an equal claim to our sub-continent because
"we arrived here at the same time". Apart from ab
surdity, this claim is nullified by the law of inalien
ability. After all it is a well-known fact that Africans
arc the aboriginal inhabitants of Africa and the settlers
are not. Pruned of all false reasoning the allegation is
silly and ridiculous in the extreme and it must be
treated with the contempt it deserves.

WE HAVE SAID elsewhere that some Africans were
systematically and ruthlessly conditioned to serve their
masters; they were reduced to the status of hewers of
wood and drawers of water; they even indavertently
undermined the law of inalienability. They had of
course been misled into accepting the interpretation of
the settlers.

To show the extent of the coverage of the miscon
ceptions, the A.N.C., otherwise a militant organisation
was itself caught in the trap of false interpretations.
This organisation was so misled that its leaders coined
the slogan "Mayibuye" (literally meaning "let it come
back"). This misconception was made even more ridi
culous by the whites who were members of the Congress
Alliance who unwittingly also exclaimed "A frika!
Mayibuye".

If one follows up the logic of inalienability, it is only
too correct to say that P.A.C. is the only custodian of
that law, which is symbolised by the slogan "Izwe lethu"
which means it is our land. It is ours because it is
inalienable; it is ours \vhether conquered or not.

Before concluding I would like to say there are two
false and outdated concepts of ownership that are
being grafted on the minds of Africans:-

1. ethnic-ownership of the land. This is incorpo
rated in the policies of the Nationalist Govern
ment.

2. multi-racialising the ownership of African land.
This is a child of the multi-racialists.

These hybrid interpretations of ownership are a real
challenge and in fact reflect the real struggle and
conflict in Africa in general and in South Africa in
particular.

The final answer resolves itself that Africa belongs,
to those from whom it cannot be alienated. •

J. N. POKELA
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How our
Face the

Students
Future

suddenly be endowed with the ability to express in
poetic language the disgust and distress the S. African
problems arouse in me, I would be pleased. The poelic
ability is to be used to arouse other people's conscious
ness to the seriousn ss of the present siluation, and to
urge them to do som~thing about it".
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LEONARD BLOOM

LEO N A R D B LOO M is a lecturer in Ps cho
logy at the University of Cape Town.

A RECENT SURVEY carried out at Michaelhouse, private
school in Natal revealed that a very high proportion of
the Matric class favoured apartheid policies, but that
the students were not as optimistic about the future of
South Africa as they should have been had they
believed in the justice, wisdom and effectiveness of
these policies. At intervals since 1959, the author has
been carrying out enquiries into the attitudes of students
at the University of Natal and at (the former) Fort Hare
University College, about their own futures and that of
South Africa, and has found even university students
showing a frightening lack of understanding of the
problems facing the country. This lack of understanding
can surely only be the result of the sealing of South
Africa's cultural and intellectual frontiers, and will
probably become worse.

The students were asked to write on five topics, and
there was strict secrecy so that they need not fear
victimisation nor hope to curry favour by their answers.
In all, about 300 students have co-operated in the
enquiries.

The questions, and answers run as foIlows:-
1. If you could change yourself in any way you liked,
in what way would you like to change? The answers
to this question set the tone that was found throughout
the enquiries of sharp differences between the "brown"
and the "pink" students that could be directly related
to the differing social, economic and political pressures
on their group. The "pinks" tended to describe conven
tional, uninspired wishes for prosperity, a happy family
life, a nicer personality, and rarely suggested that there
could be little change in their personal qualities without
some change in their society. On the other hand, the
"browns" were overwhelmingly concerned with social
and economic change, in response to the inexorable and
intolerable pressures of a social-economic-political
system in which they are forbidden to join as full
citizens; how can they change themselves unless the
society makes it possible for them to change? Typical
answers by the "browns" were: "I want to live, not
exist", others wanted 'to belong to an unsuppressed
group". One African wanted to become a great poet,
but for unconventional reasons. He wrote: "If I could

2. What sort of person do you l110st despise'! The
"pinks" despised people with conventionally unpleasant
qualities such as weakness, dishonesty and priggishness,
but the "browns" s~rongly tended to despise those who
held (to them) repugnant political or social beliefs, such
as those who believed in "racial superiority", or who
are "reactionary", ·-exploiters" or "Nationaljs~s". Clear
parallels were drawn between the "racial situation in
Nazi Germany and similar attitudes held in South
Africa, and this was n1ade pointed by referenoe to the
D.R.C., the S.A. Police and the present Prime Minister
of South Africa. But even the apparently conventional
answers were often elaborated to reveal latent social
political pre-occupations.

3. What sort of person do you nzost adl1zire? Here
there were similar trends: the "pinks" admired strength,
intelligence, being nloral and similar conventional
qualities, the "browns" admired social-political qualities
such as being "racially uprejudiced" and being
"fighters for freedom". Even conventional terms such
as "intelligence" \\'ere related to the overall plea for
"racial" tolerance. A sinister reflection of the quality
and the isolation of "brown" education, and the inevi
table narro\ving of cultural life, is that only the "pinks"
mentioned by name any artistic, literary, cultural or
humanitarian figure. The "browns" mentioned only
South ~frican political leaders, such as Chief Luthuli
and Bishop Huddleston.

4. What is your highest secret afnbition or goal? The
"pinks" appear to be reasonably satisfied with their
lives and feel tolerably secure; their ambitions are
modest and unexciting: to have a happy hom~, profes
sional success!' enough money and to be able to travel.
But the "browns' " ambitions and goals were
overwhelmingly concerned with the disabilities that
apartheid and white domination make them suffer:
underprivilege, social-economic-poIitical discrimination,
low social status, insecurity-all the humiliations of
lving in an unjust society. Even social and professional
ambitions were often subordinated to the aim of bring
ing about a more just society: thus a man wished to be
a successful lawyer so that he might "rais~ the common
people" by his skills. The "pinks" displayed almost no
interest in social and political aims-they demonstrated
little desire to battle with the poverty and indignity that
flourish in their very back-yards.. and they seemed
strangely unmoved by any sense of urgency or disquiet
at the uneasy state of their country.

5. Give a rough sketch of what sort of person yOil
expect to be in ten years' time. Here were seen most
sharply and poignantly the differences between the
pictures of the future of the "pinks" and the "browns".
The "pinks" wrote placidly about conventional success
in marriage, profession and personal life, predicting
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their future with a calm confidence, that utterly ignored
that they were living in a continent in which rapid, even
violent change, can overnight alter the whole pattern of
their lives. Not one "pink" qualified his answers by
referring to social and political uncertainty in South
Africa, unlike a high proportion of "browns" who ex
plicitly referred to it. The "browns" expressed sharply
and without restraint their feelings of disability, in
security and sometimes despair in their present plight,
and expressed hopes for political and economic freedom
in ten years' time. "The future seems so dark"-is a
theme that runs throughout the answers of many
"browns", but they also have a robust realistic faith
in the future triumph of justice.

The most damaging, cynical and malevolent folly of
the governments of South Africa during the past four
teen years, is the systematic and shameless way in which
freedom has been destroyed in education, by such
totalitarian techniques as the nak,ed indoctrination of
"Christian National Education" and "Bantu Education."

A direct result of this educational distortion is that
the "browns" have been thrust into a state of resent
filent and discouragement, and the "pinks" have been
encouraged to live their lives in an atmosphere which
deliberately plays-down any attempt to solve the prob
lems of the future. Both "pinks" and "browns" are
educated to fill roles in distinct societies within a future
that they are taught they cannot have. This enquiry,
and others similar to it, suggest that unless this
apartheid society b·e overthrown there will never be
one state of South Africa, united, prosperous, influential
and honest but the fragmentation, th·e suspicions, the
coarse lack of sympathy and understanding will make
South Africa increasingly mean, callous and petty. e

27 MARCH
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The Two
Moralities
This second portion of a monograph inquires

into the circumstances which produced the

attitude of rejection in South Africa

JORDAN K. NGUBANE

THE EUROPE FRoM WHICH Jan van Riebeeck's passion
ately Protestant settlers came associated government
with absolutism. 'This was the political fashion almost
.all over the continent. The smell of the blood shed by
the Inquisition was still in the air. In the long and bitter
struggle with Papism the Protestants had relied heavily
on the Old Testament to justify their stand. God, the
Word and the Chosen People were the central trinity
which gave content to this part of the bible. The God
of the Old Testament was harsh and jealous in his
judgments and absolute in his rule. To fear him was
the highest virtue. 'The Word was the unchanging law
by which he guided human destinies. The Chosen
People were its custodians. This marked them out as a
group singled for permanently privileged treatment.
Blood purity, race consciousness and adherence to the
Word were the inseparable conditions for successful
custodianship.

In the Cape environment, where colour was the most
obvious dividing line between one racio-cultural group
,and the other, the Old Testament's glorification of race
could have only one effect: to project the settlers to
the fore as the elect of the Lord; the keepers of the faith
who were surrounded and often threatened by hordes
of Black barbarians.

These factors combined with the settlers' relative
isolation from the main streams of European thought
and their numerical weakness to place a premium on
group solidarity as a condition of survival. A mode of
conduct emerged from all this which we shall call the
morality of survival. The group exclusiveness which
developed reje·cted the African's right to equal citizen
ship in a mixed community. Today it finds political
expression in apartheid.

J 0 R D A N K. N G U BAN E, journalist, former
editor of the Ilanga laseNatal and Indian Opinion,
vice-president of the Liberal Party of South Africa,
attended the All African Peoples' Congress at
Accra in 1958, and was chairman of the continua
tion committee of the African Leaders Conference
held at Orlando in 1961. This article is Part II of
a series.
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While religion, culture and the imperatives of survival
conduced toward race segregation, economic necessity
was moving events in the opposite direction.

IN HIS HISTORY of South Africa, Professor Eric Walker
re'cords that Van Riebeeck set up a fence around the
Cape settlement to separate the White area from the
Hottentot African's, and that the latter countered by
withholding their cattle and sheep .The resulting short
age of meat forced Van Riebeeck to send emissaries
with frantic appeals to the Africans to re-enter the
White area to do business.

Apart from meat, the settlement also needed labour.
This meant that the Hotentot African had to be per
suaded to accept employment by the Whites. This, in
turn, involved integration one way or the other in the
White man's life. The man of colour was integrated
more permanently when the settlers imported slaves.

The conflict between segregation and integration
affected the attitude of the Whites almost as much as
that of the Africans. The morality of survival had been
evolved to protect the former against cultural ruin and
physical destruction. While the more virile settler males
often readily crossed the colour line in search of
favours from African women, the overall pattern of
behaviour was generally in the direction of emphasisin~

racial differences and, more often than not, of treating
the man of colour with contempt.

Repudiated thus almost from the very beginning of
contact with the White man, the African found little to
attract him permanently to the Old Testament-based
morality of survival. He yearned for an ethic which
recognised his dignity as a human being. In spite of its
age the Dutch Reformed Church has not made specta
cular progress among the Africans because it was
committed to the morality of survival.

Thus, when the Moravian and later, other mission
aries started preaching among the Hottentots, the
Africans preferred the morality of the New Testament
which recognised no Jews or Gentiles, no Chosen
People. It promised fulfilment and equal treatment to
all who accepted Christ regardless of race or colour
or sex.

F'ROM ALL THIS IT WILL be seen that while the clash
between Black and White was in some ways racial, it
was to a very large extent also economic, cultural and
moral. The collision between the morality of survival
and t.he morality of fulfilment was to develop attitudes
on both sides of the colour line which complicate the
race problem to this day.

Increasing numbers of Africans were exposed to the
morality of fulfilme·nt as the settlers and the mission
aries penetrated into the interior. The progressive
acceptance by the Blacks of this ethic pushed the set
tlers to the sidelines of progressive humanity. In the
end they were to find themselves in the position where,
like Margarita in Goethe's Faust, they were forever
to be asking themselves whether or not humanity loved
them; whether or not they belonged to it in mind and
in spirit.

The French revolution brought additional complica
tions. It lit the torch of liberty, brotherhood and
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equality in France. Napoleon's armies carried it almost
to every part of Europe, awakening millions of people
to a new evaluation of the human personality. 1'he
settlers were geographically too far from Europe to
adapt to the changes in thought brought about by the
aweakening. Predestination \vas too real in their lives to
enable them to appreciate the real significance of the·
revolution. Their morality did not recognise objective
truth, but approached men and events from the angle
of survivaL That truth which guaranteed security was
acceptable. That which did not had to be rejected.
There could be no adaptation to it. It was, ultimately,
false. Where this was the case people in time came to
believe that truth could have one form of validity
among the Chosen People and another, among those
whom God had created for ultimate destruction. The
Transvaal Grondwet was later to prescribe that both
in the Church and the State there was to be one law
for the Whites and another for the Africans.

IN THIS STATE OF MIND some of the settlers could
embrace the ideals of the French revolution-partly
because they were White ideals, produced in a White
environment, for White people. They used them to give
direction to an urge which conflicted with the spirit
from which they sprang.

In 1795 SOIne of the settlers in the Swellendam area
revolted against the authority of the Dutch government.
They proclaimed themselves an independent, sovereign
people-the nationals. They set up a short-lived
republic of their own and even hoisted the tricolour.
Less spectacular demonstrations took place in a few
other places.

These developments were of the greatest significance
for South Africa's race prob~em. In demonstrating
against Holland the settlers were not identifying them
selves with the humanistic spirit which prevailed in
Europe at the time. Rather did they have to pull out
of the new intellectual atmosphere charged with huma
nistic dynamite and create for themselves a world after
their own design, where they could adhere to the
morality of survival unmolested. They used the con
temporary ferment in the minds of men to give monlen
turn to their movement toward a separate and distin~

tive destiny as a people apart from the Dutch and
Europe.

The reje'ction of Holland was a significant repudia
tion of the humanistic tradition which reinforced the
morality of fulfilment. It \-vas a repudiation of
post-revolution Europe's evaluation of the human
personality, of the liberal tradition.

In important essentials the settlers' action meant that
they had of their own choice, virtually abdicated as
trustees of the finest traditions in European culture. A
vacuum was created which waited to be filled by a
quality of leadership nearer the humanistic spirit than
that given by the settlers.

The White community could not give this leadership.
It had just stepped aside from the main stream of
European thought. The African was not ready to give
it, being then still too much of a tribesman to lead a
progressive community_ •

(To be continued)
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Home-Boys Abroad
A South African

in London looks at

his fellow exiles

LIVING IN LONDON can be, as we're all assured in
advane-e, an eye-opener to many things. And for the
black South African-me, at any rate-one of the
most interesting items is not on the original menu:
white South Africans. These fall roughly into three
categories-the white lib'erals who pat me on the, back
for my presence here justifying their self-exile (If I
decided to do it, it couldn't be wrong for them, could
it?), the innoe-ents abroad who insist on telling me
first thing that they're not colour prejudiced (and go
on to prove that they are), and of course the ware
Suid-Afrikaners, who wander, slightly bewildered, about
Earl's Court and naturally wouldn't dream of talking
to me on their holiday away from kaffers.

The first time I came across the liberals was en masse,
a few days after my arrival from West Africa and Italy.
At a party-just like those Mixed Parties in Lower
Houghton. It was a depressing evening for me (too
much like home, for one thing) though I'm sure every
body else had fun: or perhaps I was depressed by all
their frantic attempts to simulate fun and across-the
colour-line cameraderie (Isn't it nice not to have to
worry about a police raid any more, hey?).

I think what first bewildered me was seeing these
well-known and amiable faces for the first time outside
the South African context. Somehow they seemed so
lost and unsure of themselves among black people
(rather with, this time). The pats on the back were
harder and cam,e more oftener (surely not only because
of years apart?) than they had in Lower Roughton,
and the grins seemed somehow to be saying "Remember
me? You know I wasn't prejudiced, don't you?" As
if it was already the day of reckoning after the Blood
Bath!

Then I was shaken by the sudden realisation of what
had always been wrong with these pats on the back,
right from the first one in the Northern Suburbs: they
had been congratulating me for being exceptional
enough in my blackness for them to be able to publicly
acclaim me as equal to them!

Of course I re.sented the implication in these con
gratulations, which was that I had at some time been
inferior and had now overcome this natural disability
to earn the privilege of shaking hands with them, drink
ing from the same glasses-and getting that pat on the
back. I could write on and on about the impertinence
of the implication, but this isn't the place for it.

The author is a South African working in London.
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But the chilling experience is listening to some of the
political exiles among them-they all are, in a way, but
I mean the ones who talk about being hounded out of
the country. I had a miserable luncheon once (good
food going down untasted), listening to two of them
telling cloak-and-dagger stories to a gullible American.
To hear them tell it, South Africa should have been
free years ago. I know there are a lot of such stories
that can be told, about the games with Spengler's boys;
but what chilled me were the exaggerations and his
trionics. added to them all. .And the impression
perhaps quite right.. how would I know?-that all the
political thinking in the country was done· by the
C.O.D. and the C.P.

THEN THE SECOND TYPE. The first one of these
ignoramuses I met in a pub. Of course he recognised
me- don't all good basies know their own boys when
they see them, whatever their disguis·e? One of the first
things he told me was that he had never been prejudiced
and, by the way, did I know Jackson who worked in
Commissioner Street and lived in Moroka? No surname,
naturally. This question and the information that he
worked quite happily with Jamaicans (all West Indians
are necessarily Jamaicans to this type, South African
and native English) was supposed to prove his lack of
colour prejudice.

Two drinks later (he was buying, of course!) he was
asking me if I didn't agree that South Africa was at
least honest by publicly declaring apartheid, whereas
here there was an unofficial apartheid policy. I worked
up enough tolerance to suggest that the,re was a moral
difference-to say the least-between a person deciding
to segregate himself (as we all do against various per
sons) and a person beIng forced by law to do so.

Another of this species I also met in a pub. He
started off by denying that he was South African. He
had only lived there, he said, even though he was
born in Natal around the time of the Act of Union
and came here just three years ago. This was because
his parents were British-born, so to hell with the
country of his birth and manhood-and to hell too with
that distinctive accent he speaks with. Ris argum·ent
was that a person born of British parents in China
was not Chinese, so why should he be South African?
In fact, this was why he had left South Africa: it was
leaving the commonwealth and becoming a republic,
and he did not want to be disloyal to the Queen by
remaining in such a blasphemous country!

There were strenuous objections from him when I
suggested that he wanted to have his cake and eat it
too: reap the profits of be.ing a white South African,
and still be able to bravely wave his passport in the
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air every time South AfrIca was internationally pilloried.
And of course he rejected the idea that the govern

ment was his, even if he voted at the Jast general
election. He seeIned lo think that voting United Party
absolved him froIll the guilt-which of course it does
not, whatever party any white person votes for: es
pecially if it's the United Party.

THE MOST INTERESTING characteristics of this type is
what they termed their "home-sickness"-a disease I
seem immune to. This is a phenomenon I began taking
nole of while I was still in Johannesburg, when ship
loads of latter-day voortrekkers returned from
Australia and New Zealand, claiming life was "too
tough" out there, and the diggers were not too obliging.

What they meant, of course, was that for the first
time in their lives they had to compete for jobs, scrub
floors, run errands-without any It'boys'' and "girls" to
do the Inenial jobs while also bolstering their flagging
egos by scratching their heads, making patterns in the
~and with their big, black toes, and calling them baas.

(If only white people had an idea of what goes on
under those supposedly thick skulls while they're being
H baased" and fawned over, they would make such
behaviour illegal, because it's far from flattering. This
dependence on laws to take care of everything reminds
me of the story of the Afrikaans newspaper reporter
\vho kept muttering "They shouldn't allow it!" when
the white pigeon refused to fly off from you-know-who's
hand. If he'd had his way~ the pigeon would've got five
years house arrest, I suppose.)

Two I knew here went back south because, they said,
another London winter would kill them. But I'm always
sce~tical, especially after listening to their nostalgic
storIes about how well they got on with their servants.

A white South African family I know (of course there
are some I still like talking to) were telling me about a
man w~o regularly asks them for reasons why he must
stay on here and not go back to the land of sun and
opportunity. This is a doctor who obviously would do
much better in private practice in South Africa (those
fortunes made "helping the poor Natives", for in
stance!) than he ever can on the National Health
Service here. But he seemingly does not know why he
came here, nor why he should go back.

I'm s~re if my friends were. to remind him of the big
house (Instead of the expenSIve, grimy flat here) and
the two or three servants anxiously waiting for him with
open arms, he would be off like a missile.

THE THIRD SPECIES-THOSE true defenders of White
Civilisation-I have not really met yet. Except for the
correspondent of an Afrikaans newspaper who thought
I was Jamaican and lectured me on what great work
his government was doing for the Natives. And a few
who've slinked off in confusion after the introduction,
when I didn't spit in their faces as they seemed to
expect I would. It's surprising for me to meet the
officials at South Africa House: they're so polite and
nice! The first time I went there (I don't have to any
more) I resolutely lit a cigarette almost in the polite
face, waiting for him to remind me-as he would have
in Pretoria-that I could not smoke without the boos's
permission. •
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Send contributions to Africana, P.O. Box 2068, Cape
Town. One Prize of Ri will be awarded for the
best item each month, and t}VO additional prizes of
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e Lonely border-line Whites interested in forming
social club write B2750, stating telephone number
-Personal Column, The Star. [R.F.]

e It was not considered in the public interest to say
how many cases of suspected sabotage had been
reported since. last June 27. All cases of sabotage
were reported in the daily Press and therefore
received sufficient publicity-Mr. B. J. Vorster in
the Rand Dq.ily Mail. [M.M.]

e The Publications and Entertainments Bill gave more
freedom to publications than there was in any
existing legislation, the Minister of the Interior
(Senator J. de Klerk) told the Assembly yesterday.
The Bill gave freedom such as existed in few
countries in the world-Cape Argus. [V.R.]

e Of necessity the definition of what was undesirable
had to be rather vague and somewhat all-embracing,
b1J.t in this there was further assurance of freedom
of thought-Senator de Klerk in the Rand Daily
Mail.

e Cape Town doctors can be called even when they
are in their cars through a radio "tracer" service
... "Johannesburg lacks this service, although every
major city in the world has one", said Mr. Logan,
managing director of the Cape Town service-Rand
Daily Mail.

e Will the lady whom I assisted with a paper bag
outside Cuthberts on Sat." please phone 22-2411
Personal Column, Rand Daily Mail.

TWO MINDS \VITH BUT A SINGLE B.A.D.
SPEECHWRITER

e Chief R. T. Pilane, chairman of the Batswana
Regional Authority, on "the spirit of co-operation
... between the Government and the Bantu of the
country" :

"It augurs well for the future co-existence of
Black and White in the Republic of South Africa."

Mr. De Wet Nel, Minister of Bantu Administration
and Development on "a new, purposeful spirit of
confidence and a willingness to make sacrifices
among the Bantu":

"This augurs well for a happy and prosperous
future of co-existence for all population groups
in the Republic of South Africa."

from adjoining articles in South African Digest.
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Two Angolan Poets

'CR EA'T'E

Cre.ate create
create jn spirit create in ll1U<'Clc create in nerve
create in man create in the Inass
create
create with dry eyes

Create create
over the profanation of the forest
over the obscene strength of the w hi p
create over the perfunle of sawn trunks
create
create with dry eyes

Create create
shouts of laughter over the mockery of the ferule
courage at the end of the planter's boot
strength in the tearing open of forced doors
firmness in the red blood of insecurity
create
create with dry eyes

Create create
stars above the warlike tools
peace above the wail of infants
peace above the sweat above the tear of the contract

worker

peace above hatred
create
create peace with dry eyes

create create
create liberty in the roads of slavery
links of love in paths of paganized love
sounds of festIvity over the swaying bodies on disguised

gallows

lreate
create love with dry eyes

AGOSTINHO NETO

When night descends
And the sun sets
A murlTIuring ,begins to rise in the village

Voices swell
Laughter is born
And a perfume of secrets
Traced in the obscurity of the night
Disappears behind the black stain of the distance.

In simple breasts flights of light
Which the sun will extinguish.

ARNAL-DO SANTOS

CONTRACT LABOUR

They are coming, in the distance
Merged together
A gust of murmurs on the horizon
Like deep echoes of a force.

A force like a token of groans
Of past slave ..bands
Dragging along the \vretched.

They are coming, in the distance
Indifferently conversing
In the late afternoon which exudes a tolling of bells.

ARNALDO SANTUS

AGO S TIN H 0 NET 0, deported /1'0111 Angola
by the Portuguese for alleged political activities, is
a lnedical doctor. fIe was recently elected Presldent
of the A1ovinzento Popular para a Libera~ao de
Angola (M.P.L.A.) and is flO~V living in exile,
having escaped fronl prison in LisbuJl.

A RNA L 0 USA N T uS, born in I.-Luanda ill
1936, lvorks as an official in the Health Service.

These t\VO translations by ANN TIT T E R I N G

T (] N are published by pern1ission of the London
~1agazine.

LEO N D A M A s-African Songs of love, war, grief

and abuse 50c

Prices are for South Africa. Add 5 cents per copy for
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rrWe of Africa" • • • • • An assessment of A;

• • • • • in an extract from

• • • • • DUNDUZU ~

of Nyasaland
• • • • •

UNLIKE EASTERNERS WHO are given to meditation or
Westerners who have an inquisitive turn of mind we of
Africa, belonging neither to the East nor to the West,
are fundamentally observers, penetrating observers,
relying more on intuition than on the process of
reasoning.

Our field is not that of spiritualism which is the
domain of the East nor that of science and technology
which is the hobby-horse of the West, but that of
human relations. This is where we excel and where we
shall set an example for the rest of the world.

Since time immemorial we have never claimed that
we have arrested the orb of truth. As a result we
believe that there is a lot to be learned from other
cultures. 'That is why novelty has such a great pull for
us and that is why we do not impose our beliefs on
other people.

There is a tendency in the West, whether the
Westerners themselves know it or not, for people to
assume that man lives to work. We believe that man
works to live. This view of life gives rise to our high
preference for leisure.

With us, life has always meant the pursuit of happi
ness rather than the pursuit of Beauty or Truth. We
pursue happiness by suppressing isolationism, indivi
dualism, negative emotions, and tension, on the one
hand; and by laying emphasis on a communal way of
life, by encouraging positive emotions and habitual
relaxation, and by restraining our desires on the other.

We live our lives in the present. To us the past is
neither a source of pride nor the cause for bitterness.
The "Hereafter", we realise, must be given thought but
we fail to revel in its mysteries.

Our attitude to religion has more often than not been
determined by our habitual desire for change. We
adhere to a religious faith only so long as it is the only
faith we know. If some other faith comes our way we
do not insulate ourselves against its influence. The'
result is that often we are reconverted to the dismay
of those who conv~rted us first. Sometimes we linger
undecided between two faiths while at other times we
just marvel at the claims of various religious persua
sions. That we behave in this way is no indication that
we are fickle; rather it is an indication of the fact that
in each one of the religious faiths which we encounter

DUN D U Z U K. CHI S I Z A, former parlia
lnentary secretary to Nyasaland's Ministry of
Finance, and organiser of the Econolnic Symposiurn
held at Blantyre in 1962, where the lecture
containing the above passage was delivered, was
killed in a motor-car accident on 3 September 1962.
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there is an element of divine truth whose fascination
we fail to resist. And this is as it should be for religion
is one. Iqbal has told us: "'"[here is only one religion
but there are many versions of it." Putting it figuratIVe
ly Rumi, on the orher hand, has said, "There are many
lamps but the light is one."

IN AFRICA, WE BELIEVE in strong family relations. Wc
have been urged by well meaning foreigners to break
these ties for one reason or another. No advice could
be more dangerous to the fabric of our society. Charity
begins at home. So does love of our fellow human
beIngs. By loving our parents, our brothers, our sisters,
COUSIns, aunts, uncles, nephews and nieces and by
regarding them as members of our families, we culti
vate the habit of loving lavishly, of exuding human
warmth, of compassion and of giving and helping. But
once conditioned in this way one behaves in this way
not only to one's family, but also to the clan, the tribe,
the nation and to humanity as a whole.

If independent African states succeed in subordinat
ing national loyalties to international loyalty they will
do so because they have a solid foundation of lesser
loyalties on which to superimpose international loyalty.
To foster international loyalty among people who are
steeped in individualism is to attempt to build a pyra
mid upside down. It cannot stand, It has no base and
will topple over.

How can a person who has no real affection for his
brothers or sisters have any love for a poor Congolese
or Chinese peasant? When we talk about international
peace, understanding and goodwill, we are actually
talking about international love. But universal love
does not grow from nothing; its root is family love and
unless this root is there it cannot grow. The unification
of mankind ultimately depends on the cultivation of
family love. It would seem, therefore, that in this
respect, we in Africa, have started towards that noble
goal from the right end.

IN HUMAN RELATIONS, WE like to slur over the "l'~,

"mine", etc., and to lay emphasis instead on the "we",
"our", etc. Put differently, this means the suppression
of individualism. Ours is a society where if you found
seven men and one woman amongst them you would
never know, unless told, whose wife that lady is. There
just isn't that forwardness in us to declare our
"personal" ownership of anything. If I happen to have
some heads of cattle:- a car, a house, a daughter, a
fishing net or a farm, it is "our" net, it is my car just
as it is my brother's, my father's, my cousin's, my
uncle's or my friend's car. He or she has got as much
say over it as I have. Individualism is foreign to us
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;can characteristics

speech by the late

CHISIZA

and we are horrified at its sight.
Love for communal activities is another feature of

our outlook. Look at any African game or pastime and
you notice right away that its performance calls for
more than one person. Our dances are party dances
demanding drummers, singers and dancers. Game hunt
ing is done in parties. (Even those Africans who own
guns cannot abandon the habit of taking some friends
along with them when going out for a hunt!) The
telling of fables and stories with us calls for a gro.up
of boys and girls not just one or two. Draw-net fishIng
is done by a group of people. Fishing with hooks is
also done in canoe parties of two, three or four; each
canoe taking at least two people. The preparation of
fields, the weeding, the sowing of seeds, the harvesting,
the pounding of grains-all these activities are done in
parties of either men or women. Even looking after
cattle is not a one man affair. A boy might start out
alone from his cattle kraal but he is sure to take his
cattle to where his fellow cattle herders are with their
cattle. Beer drinking is not only a group affair but also
an affair that calls for drinking from the same pot and
from the same drinking stick-(holy communion at its
best!). Above all, to see Africans mourn the death of
someone is to believe that few things are done individu
ally here.

Such an outlook can only emanate from genuine love
for each other-an unconscious love which has existed
in our society since time immemorial. Here is that
selfless love which all the prophets of God have
preached. It isn't something that has just been incul
cated into us nor something that has been imported
from without. us; it is something springing from within
us. Instead of foreign missionaries teaching Africans
how to love each other, they would do well to sit back
and observe with amazement that the very relationship
they would like to bring about is as a matter of fact
already existing among Africans. Foreign missionaries
should come to Africa not so much to teach love to the
indigenous people but to see living examples of selfless
love manifested in the African way of life.

WE ARE ALSO FAMOUS FOR our sense of humour and
dislike for melancholy. Gloom on the face of an African
is a sure sign that the wearer of that expression has
been to a "school" of some kind where he might have
got it into his head that joy and melancholy can be bed
fellows in his heart. Otherwise our conception of life
precludes, as far as possible, the accommodation of
dejection. An African will not hesitate to leave a job if
he sees that he does not get a kick out of it. For him
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quitting a dull place for a nlore ~ively on~, even if he
has a· stake in the former, is nothIng to blInk at. Many
times I have observed people avoid the "intellectual",
the reticent type ot African as much as they ayoid
rattlesnakes it only by so doing they can escape trom
the melancholy of the intellectual.

Even if there are real causes for sorrow somehow our
people manage to make mo~ehills of thes~ and moun
tains of the causes for happIness. The mamstay of our
life is humour. So characteristic of Africa is this that
most foreigners know this continent as "The L~nd of
Laughter". What they probably do not know ~s that
"laughter relieves tenSIon. People who laugh easIly are
relaxed persons"; that people with the ablllty to relax
possess one of the most prized qualities in this w~ari

some world and that a habitual sense of humour In a
person is synonymous with a "positive o~tlook OJ?- .life
so desperately needed in the present negatIve condItion-
ing world". .

Our society stifles malice~ revenge and hate WIth the
result that we are free from these cankers. Were we
disposed to avenge the wrongs that have been meted
out to us by foreigners down through the a~es the
course of human events would have taken a different
turn altogether. Were we addicts of hate, the Gospel
of Jesus would have met its Waterloo on the shores of
the seas that border this troubled continent. Were we
to harbour malice the African empires that flourished
on this continent-emoires like that of Monomotapa,
Songhai, Mali and Ghana-would have extended be
yond the confines of Africa to the detriment of the
human race. But God spared us all that. As a result
we tolerate on our soil even neurotic crowds of
foreigners who could not be tolerated in their own
countries; we waste love on foreign elements which are
inveterately selfish, individualistic and ungrateful.
Above all, we do not look forward to a day when we
shall have nefarious schemes against any race.

AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE studied Africa closely we have
a reputation for taking delight in generosity, kindness
and forgiveness. It has been said, with great truth, by
some foreigners that few Africans will ever get rich
"for the simple reason that the African tends to be too
generous". Well, we do not want to be rich at the cost
of being mean! Our society hinges on the practice of
'-mutual aid and co-operation" whose corrollary is gene
rosity. When our chiefs, kings and emperors gave out
acres and acres of land to foreigners they weren't
prompted by bribes or stupidity but by this selfsame
relishable habit of generosity. Generosity is the life
blood of our society. But even more precious, I think,
is our spirit of kindness. For me to be able to walk into
the home of any African betw,een Khartoum and Durban
and be certain to be accorded the utmost hospitality is
to my mind a pulsating example of what quality of
human relationship our society is capable of producing.
It exhibits kindness at its best.

Nor is the scope of our kindness limited to our own
race. Many are the days when we have preserved the
life of one foreigner or another. Times without number
we've gone out of our way to hunt for water, eggs,
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ANOTHER OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTIC o.F our outlook
is our love for music, dance and rhythm. Our throats
are deep \vith music, our legs .full of dance while our
bodies tremor with rhythm. The proper sub-title for
Africa should have been "Land of music, dance and
rhythm". This three pronged phenomenon is indeed the
spice of our life. We sing while we hoe. We sing while
we paddle our canoes. Our ITIourning is in the form of
dirges. We sing as we pound food grains in mortars.
We sing in bereavement just as on festive occasions.
Our fables always include a singing part. We sing to
while aw'ay the monotonous hours of travel. We sing to
the strains of our musical instruments. The pulses of
our drums evoke in us song responses. We s~ng under
moonlit nights. We sing under the canopy of the blue
sky. Gramophone record music entrances us not be
cause ifs foreign or something out of the way, but just
because it's music. With us music, as also dance and
rhythm, is a relishable obsession.

We have war dances, victory oances, stag dances,

milk" 'chicktn, fish, meat, fruit, vegetables, etc., for a
choosey stranger. \Ve've carried literally thousands of
foreigners on our heads and shoulders; we've washed
their clothes; we've reared their children; we've looked
after their homes~ we've stood by their sides in peril;
we've defended then] in times of war; we've given them
land, we've given them our precious minerals, nay,
we've given them our all. But all the gratitude we get
for all that is ridicule, contempt, ill-treatment and the
belief on their part that God created us to be Hhewers
of wood and drawers of water". No. God knows our
kindness does not stem from a feeling of inferiority.
God knows we are not kind because we are fools, but
because he had it that we should be kindness drunk
and not pride drunk.

And yet, in spite of all this ingratitude, we are still
capable of forgiving and forgetting. We are in a posi
tion to do this because in our society forgiveness .is the
rule rather than the exception. Professor Richard A.
Brown of Bluefield State College (U.S.A.), has this to
say about this quality of forgiveness in us:

·'Thc simple spirituality of the Negro and his African
brother, their deep rooted belief in God, their matchless
capacity to love and forgive even those who mistreat thenl,
their natural humanity; all these characteristics of these
people, tempered and refined in the furnace of trials and
tribulations down through the years, are qualities the world
stands most in need of in these difficult times."

remedial dances, lnarriage dan es, dances for women
only, mixed dances, dances for the initiated only, dances
for the youth- but all indulged in with ecstatic aban
don. We nod our heads, rock our necks, tilt our heads
and pause. We shake our shoulders, throw them back
and forth, bounce breasts and halt to intone our thanks
to Him who ordained that wc be alive. We rhythmic
ally hefty shake our rear ends, our tunlmies duck and
peer, our legs quick march, slow march, tap dribble,
quiver and tremble while our feet perform feats.
HDance!" What a world of emotions that word calls
forth in us!

But dance and rnusic by themselves arc crude art
rough he\vn and devoid of sublimity. So to these we
unconsciously add rhythm for a blend that possesses
both charm and grace. Rhythnl is our second nature.

There is rhythm in the winnowing and pounding of
grains .. there is rhythm in the gait of our wonlen folk;
there is highly developed rhythnl in coition, there is
rhythm in the groan of a sick person, there is complex
rhythm in the milking of a cow, there is rhythnl :in
pulling a drawnet to the shore, there is rhythm that
beggars description in the beats of our tom-toms, there
is rhythm that defies analysis in Hmarimba", there is
rhythm in almost everything we do.

FINALLY~ WE HAVE a strong dislike for irrlposing our
beliefs on other people. British people established
themselves in their erstwhile and present day depen
dencies with the self-assuredness of angels. They
believed v/ith puritanical fervour-that the British \vay
is the God-vouchsafed way of doing things. 'Their way
of livjng is what mankind \-vas destined to evolve up to;
their ideas the gospel truth; their beliefs the paragons
of man's triumph over "superstition". No other way
least of all the colonial people's way·-could measure
up to it still less be better than it. So they believed
there was nothing for them to learn fron1 their colonial
subjects while the colonial indigenes had to be recast
into the British mould of life, thought and belief.

That mode of thinking was all very well for purposes
of empire building. To rule a people successfully
you've got to drill it into their heads that you are in
every way superior to thenl and that, therefore, it is the
right thing for them to be under you. But for purposes
of progress, the preoccupation of n1an, that vvay of
thinkIng actually stops short of arresting progress itself.
The advancement of man uncompromisingly demands
a ceaseless synthesis of jdeas~ a blending of ways of
living, a come and go of beliefs and above all a willing
ness to believe that the best is yet to COlnt.

If persisted in, this attitude of finality, superiority
and self-deception can only promote hate and racial
discord. When other p~oples do not assert themselves
it isn't that they haven't got something to be proud of,
something that they believe is unrivalled, but just' that
they haven't got the same vulgarity of throwing their
weight about and imposing themselves and their beliefs
on other people. l'hey are willing to live and let live.
Further they have the sense of knowing that the part
of a listener and an open mind are the "open sesame"
to the fortune of knowledge and wisdonl. There is a
great deal that foreigners, here as well as abroad, have
to learn from the colonial peoples. •
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The Partisan
Press

Where South Africa's English
newspapers offend and mislead

PETER MOTSOAN E

SOUTH AFRICA'S ENGLISH PRESS IS partisan-i.e. papers
like the Cape Argus, Cape Times and Natal Mercury
support the United Party. The Rand Daily Mail, Daily
Dispatch (East I.."ondon) are obviously pro-Progressive
Party. Since the political parties mentioned uphold
modified apartheid and white supremacy, the English
papers mentioned-and many others-therefore stand
for the preservation of the best aspects of life as in
politics, economics, education and social activity, for
the sole and exclusive ,enjoyment of the whites. In this
way then the Press has failed to cater for the Africans
of the land.

News published and the way it is presented shows
that far from presenting the true picture of life-for
Africans under apartheid, the Press wants Africans here
and people overseas to believe that the daily sufferings
and frustrations experienced by Africans are not the
result of white rule! White readers may be imbued
with the feeling (propagated by the Press) that apartheid
i') not so bad after all as there are a few well-up
Africans, and that the status quo is good and liked by
Africans and will remain if only the "pinpricks" in
apartheid are removed. But with the rising toll of
sabotage explosions, the Sunday Times (4.11.62) in a
front page report emphasised that ... "the majority of
Natives are not interested in the utterings of the fire
brand agitator~ since they fear losing some of the
privileges they have gained. The removal of liquor
restrictions, improved wage scales and working condi
tions, the removal of irksome restrictions., in petty
apartheid have driven a wide wedge between the Native
masses and the firebrand politicians." The report was
apparently trying to "prove" that the sabotage explo
sions had no connections with the people's sufferings,
but were the work of "educated Natives who could
not find an outlet for their political ambitions": I
personally wonder about the "improvements" men
tioned, while many people are still being gaoled for
being unemployed and/ or looking for jobs!

Another common failure of the English Press to
respect the feelings of the African readers is reference
to critics of apartheid abroad as "South Africa's critics
abroad" (Rand Daily Mail 11.12.62). Countries that
support apartheid like D.S.A., Britain, West Germany
and Portugal are being described as "our friends
abroad."

PET E R MOT S 0 A N E is a Pretoria journalist.
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The Press does also insult the noble feeling of Afri
cans by giving glaring publicity to criminal activity
anlongst Africans as if Africans were natural criminals.
lnciden-ls where whites JTIolest and injure Africans
rarely get publicity .. but if it is the opposite .. screaming
headlines herald the incident as if another "Blood River
battle" was near or that Africans were some sort of
"'Jack the Ripper" murderers. At the same time news
making Africans look ridiculous is published in an
attempt to "prove" that Africans are still "raw" and
not yet "ripe" for decent democratic living and thus
how right and just for apartheid then!

Sunday Express (25.11.62) called on Ghana to "shut
up" when that country called for the rejection of Mr.
Nathan Hirschmann as boxing referee at the Common
wealth Games at Perth. The objection came about
because Mr. Hirschmann represented a country that
officially practises apartheid and whose appointment
was seen as an insult to the Afrirans present. To
Africans, Ghana is the outspoken champion of their
liberation and staunch opponent of racial discrimination.

I agree with Tsopano (September 1960) a monthly
periodical, that the Argus newspapers, The Star, Cape
Argus and the Pretoria News amongst others, are re
sented by many of the Africans who read them, because
of their biased reporting. But then Africans have nothing
else to read, as papers respecting their aspirations are
either banned or difficult to get. Most Africans who
buy the English papers have either to read between
the lines to get the true version of a news report, or do
so to improve their English, a language best liked by
most black South Africans. For the rest, they fe·el
offended to buy the picture given of themselves in the
press.

Since most papers are the voice of the mining houses ..
whose annual mouth-watering profits are the result of
mass cheap African labour, the press never publishes
pictures or news showing the near-serfdom, life-risky
working conditions facing African miners. Instead
publicity is given recreational activities amongst the
miners, as if all is well! Political idols amongst the
Africans like Mangaliso Sobukwe, Nelson Mandela and
Max Sisulu are still not regarded as the true leaders of
the people by the Press. The Press seems to prefer
stooges and Advisory Board leaders, who have but a
small following. Sobukwe, Mandela and Sisulu are
seen by Africans, not as "agitators", but as some sort
of African "Spartacus" battling for their liberation.
During the 1957 bus boycott, The Star (16.1.57) spoke
of "responsible Native leaders" who wanted to end the
boycott, a lin~ which was also followed by almost all
the English papers. It was then their attempt to break
the militancy of the boycott by Africans of a burden
some penny-increase in bus fares when their wages
either remained stagnant or were decreased. The Press
saw a political motive behind the boycott and did in
many ways help to cripple the boycott. Papers like
the Mail and The Star welcomed the closed-door
meetings with "moderate" and "responsible Native
leaders" to bring about an end to the bus boycott when
it was feared that it may bring about the downfall
of white domination. The people's leaders were not even
considered but just ignored. The leaders referred to
turned out to be Moral Rearmament people, Advisory
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Board men and location traders (whose licences could
be cancelled if they turned against white supremacy).
This incident, a small exanlple and onc of tnany ~ hurt
the feelings of many Africans.

Quite true, Nationalist Cabinet Ministers often
criticise the English press but when Justice minister
Vorster attacks the "liberalistic tendency" of the Rand
Daily Mail I b·egin to wonder as that paper seems to
praise apartheid in one colulnn and then attack another
aspect of apartheid in another column. e.g. "Transkei
self-rule hardly self-rule" (cartoon and editorial) and
~'Indian in White area asks for severe penalty" (Both
headlines in the 11.12.62 issue.) The Indian mentioned
was Mr. Nana Sita who was being moved under the
Group Areas Act from the premises he had occupied for
over twenty years!

Many Africans still believe that commercial circula
tion not courtesy, prompted The Star to switch from
"Native" to "African" when addressing Africans. I'he
Star by accepting the news-slanting press code, knew
very well that few Africans would buy it for its news~

and in addressing them as "African" it perhaps hopes
to save its circulation figures.

TO MY KNOWLEDGE, CONTRIBUTIONS from Africans to
the English papers are very much discouraged. Only
sifted and very mild articles are accepted. Several
articles I wrote were returned because they "would
offend white public opinion" said the t?ditor of The Star.
Also the English papers are not employing non-white
journaUsts but have big posters in the location to
attract African readership. For this purpose the East
London Daily Dispatch, for instance has a "location
edition", mainly composed of social and sporting pic
tures of Africans.

I have never known the English papers call for the
sharing of all the best fruits of South Africa's economy
among aft the people of the country, irrespective of
colour or race. The Press never calls for good profes
sional occupations by Non-Whites in the mining, sugar,
iron and other industrial and commercial spheres.

Instead the press wants Africans to continually think
that their plight is "sympathetically" being reviewed
by the financial lords who will one day change their
hearts and look upon them as people, and not as
perpetual servants. But then this "sympathy" has been
going on for over three hundred years! The English
press, I could say, has managed for many years to stop
the African rank-and-file from "exploding" into
violence by making them believe that it was with them
in the struggle for freedom. Thus it has managed to
delay the final emancipation of the Africans from
bondage.

During the bus boycott, as during the Sharpevil1e
crisis, the Rand Daily Mail seemed to be on the side
of the Africans, and got strong rebukes from Cabinet
Ministers. The same thing happened with the beginning
of the sabotage explosions when Minister Vorster issued
a threatening warning to the editor. But then what did
the Mail do? During Sharpeville it won the hearts of
the people as it seemed to be with them only to "urge
everyone to abandon their plight" and made the people
believe that "law-abiding Africans" would agree that
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Exiles

We shall try not to re/11ember
T he politics, the quart'er truths
That lnade a total truth to us.
We shall try to rell1en1ber our own
Temptation, when we had the power
And used it; when we had
It like a handkerchief
In the corner of our sleeves.
And if there was something absurd
About tennis on the equator,
It was the absurdity we drowned
With long drinks in the evening.

It is true: they have a personality.
But not, it seems, the one we saw.
Can any race have two
Personalities? There is something
Mad about facts when they diverge.
We remember what we saw. We knew then1.
We knew them well enough to want their good.
And now we talk too much about it,
The dialects bore our countrymen,
Words that once meant boy or farm
Irritate our flesh and blood.

We are easily forgotten
By them.. Could they have done better?
For there was one thing we ourselves
Could not understand.
We were naiive from the start,
With the brown bush and the blue
Mountains; from the first moment
With wood smoke at dawn
That no one can describe, the birds,
The sticky heat we grew to love.
We thought we were exiles,
We are certainly exiles now.

The worst lie was our hope:
Perpetual teatinle and the colour green,
Fantasies always suffice
But we returned to the lie,
The dirty towns, the insensitive people,
Endless teatime and the colour green.
But we can forgive t·his remembering
One promise: driving through
Lonf? grass at night, the scratch
Of the grass on the truck,
And in our headlights a continent,
An Africa within. An Africa beyond.

PATRICK ROLAND
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the rule of law must be upheld! The press must then
have felt that white supremacy was in danger of col
lapsing and it was high titne the rule of apartheid law
took over before it was too late! That is to me the
role of the English press. To mislead the African and
thus prevent an ·'explosion."

IN INTERVIEWS \VITH several papers, I got the impres
sion that the white press regards criticism of apartheid
as "attacks on South Africa" ~ thus identifying itself
with white supremacy and at the same time claiming
its opposition to that policy. Letters published in certain
of the English papers insult Africans. Corresondents
have urged people going overseas to be ready to "defend
your country" from "ill-informed critics" (of apartheid).
Typically insulting was the story in the fortnightly paper
News/Check which described Mbari Writers Club as
"a group of untutored amateurs" (3}.8.62).

However, I notice that the Port Elizabeth Evening
Post does not .publish the "School Girl Foils Dangerous
Native Bag Snatcher" type of news story, although that
paper gives much publicity to purely European activi
ties. It does not seem to mock Africans or make them
look ridiculous or evil-natured as most of the white
papers do. This then I say is the type of paper much
needed in the rest of the country. Since it seems to
give a fair coverage of news, I am not suggesting that
the Evening Post, has the interest only of the African
people at heart. I mean this type of paper is much
in need in South Africa and is the type that will be on
the scene in tomorrow's free and democratic South
Africa.

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE Bantu Press, particularly the
daily World is a definite "carbon copy" of the English
Press. There is a connection between its ownership and
that of the Argus papers. In days past it would never
publish Immorality cases, although the law affected
all or cases where whites offended Africans. It was, and
is still, concerned with the criminal activity amongst
the Africans. It had no sympathy towards the freedom
struggle of the. people and African political leaders
used to get journalistic thrashings, coloured by the
pro-apartheid views of the proprietors in the back
ground. This paper seems to be at pains to show
Africans that apartheid is not as bad as they think, as
there are shop-keepers amongst the people, as well as
happy Radio Bantu announcers and school teachers.
The heroes of this paper's columns are the Advisory
Board stooge leaders. Bold headlines herald Bantu
Educa.tion schooling activities, Moral Rearmament
opinions and criminal activity amongst the Africans.
To reporters of The W orId, "crime sells well" is the
motto of the editor. At one stage I felt this paper was
in favour of the pass laws because after a robbery in
one of the townships of Johannesburg, a report seemed
to justify the police pass raid among tsol'sis among
\vhom they expected to get the criminals. The latter
were not of course, found amongst the pass offenders.
The World never publishes news where apartheid
offends Africans. When I was arrested for looking for
a job and was sold to a farmer, The World took, but
never published my story. The same issue instead pub
lished news about a debs ball.
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Golden Ci/v Post on the other hand se.emed to be
a paper for the people. Like Druln, it used to expose
apartheid and bolster the activities of the A.N.e.
because that organisation favoured multi-racialism. But
nowadays it seeIllS the editors are afraid of offending
white surenlacy and have followed the line of The
World by toning-down its news to suit the commercial
and political views of the proprietors. Using a partisan
pro-A.N.C. line, Post tried to poke fun at the P.A.C.
pass campaign since that organisation did not guaran
tee minority rights. But nowadays~ both Post and Drunl
have changed a lot. The editorial columns have the
excuse of saying that the editors live under fear of
the Sabotage Act, but then even news publishable under
the Sabotage Act never gets publicity, even though of
interest to African readers.

When I was branded a "boss of the tso/sis" under
the pass laws, Druln and Post got my story but never
used it. They only dug into the origin of the word
tso/si (a gangster) as compared to the official "unem
ployed Bantu". Further Post censors its "Letters to the
Editor." Mainly letters praising the paper, or of readers
looking for lost relatives or friends, or those connected
with the policies of the Progressive Party are published.
Radical articles and letters are rejected. I personally
wrote over four letters which were never published. One
concerned the lsotsi incident, another was about child
ren who had drowned in a boarding school in Sekhu
khuniland. In many cases, most Africans claim to enjoy
the Buck Ryan comic strip more than the news
presented by Post nowadays. There seems to be a
noticebale change in Drum too. Perhaps Mr. Jim Bailey
does not want his paper to be in the bad books of the
Government, so is having it publish only mild articles
and letters. Dull reading causes circulation to drop.
That may be the reason why people who buy clothing
at Sales House are offered free subscriptions to Drum
as if to remind Africans of the presence of Drum in
the reading lvorId (my italics.) But still, unlike The
WarId, Drunl and Post used to be good papers.

TO SUM UP, I FEEL that so long as the English press
behaves as a translation of the Afrikaans press as far
as Africans are concerned 1 the more it endangers peace
ful co-existence between the Africans and the whites of
South Africa. It is not yet too late for the English papers
to follow the line of Evening Post. The English papers
have a vast circulation and following amongst the
whites. They have a vast circulation amongst the Afri
cans and other Non-Whites, and I feel they would
serve South Africa well if they followed a non-racial
policy rather than a partisan, pro-white supremacy one.
But will the Press heed this? The job is now in their
hands. It will not benefit the English press to make
others believe it opposes apartheid and at the same
time make the opposite camp believe it supports that
policy. The Star, for example replied to a correspondent,
Mr. E. S. Forrester, who had written on the paper's
"criticism" of apartheid, that the paper supported that
policy too, but criticised the Nationalists for not making
progress. (Quoted in S.A. Observer December 1962).
It is up to the press to play a fair game. •
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The Last Room
A Story

WEBSTER MAKAZA

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT, Constable Jackson took
a patrol of six African policemen on a routine raid
through the compound adjoining a large factory on the
fringe of Pretoria West.

The Compound was a large square around whi~h

were the sleeping houses of the workers, arran~ed In
long, low dormitories in which the workers In the
factory lived and slept, but many others, wh? were
friends of the workers and had no rooms of theIr own,
came also into the dormitories at night for shelter, and
to be with their friends. There came too, the women
of the workers, for the men were human.

The owners of the compound had given the police
open authority to arrest any African people found in
the rooms who were not workers in the factory.

Constable Jackson drove his truck noisily to the outer
fence of the compound. The fence was high and was of
wire and although it was broken in many places where
people had passed through, it had the air of a concen
tration camp. All was still inside the compound and the
Moon bathed the rows of dormitories in a watchful
light.

Jackson and his men climbed through the fence and
tramped heavily to the end of the first row of dormI
tories. They made no attempt to be quiet. They stepped
arrogantly like the jackbooted stormtroopers of a
dictator's state. The dormItories, and all inside them,
slept on undisturbed.

When they came to a dormitory at the end of the first
row the men stood in a ring round it and Jackson
hammered on the door~ kicking at it with his boot. He
shouted "open up".

The African constable shouted too and at last there
was movement inside and the rattle of a lock. And all
the time Jackson kept hammering and shouting, ("Come
on, you bastards, hurry").

As soon as the door started to open, Jackson and the
constables forced it out of their way and flung them
selves inside. Their electric torches stabbed questioning
beams around the inside of the dormitory, picking out
figures lying on the floor. The man who had opened
the door stood nude in the shaft of moonlight, patches
of light and dark picking out the contours of his brown
body like a bronze.

It was a small room and three men on the floor,
rolled in blankets, were huddled clos·e together. Jackson
kicked them successively, and first they sat up blinking

WEB S T E R M A K A Z A lives in Pretoria, where
he is writing a novel.
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in the glare of the torches, then, when he shouted, they
stood, cringing in their nakedness.

Jackson rasped, "Passes", and the men fumbled
among the blankets searching for their clothes. The
man at the door, in unapparelled dignity, reached over
to a pair of trousers hanging across a box against the
wall. "'He took a piece of paper from a pocket and held
it at Jackson. Jackson examined it in the light of h~s

torch and without a word let it flutter to the ground.
The man reached down to pick it up. He knew that his
pass was in order and that Jackson's trenchant silence
was the most he could expect in acknowledgement.

Only one of the three men on the floor could produce
a pass authorising him to be in the compound. The
others started some explanation but Jackson cut them
short.

He barked out to the constables. "Take them along".
The two watched men had no need to be told their
fate. They hurried to pull on their shirts and trousers
and before they could button themselves up a constable
handcuffed them together as if they were desperate
criminals and they were dragged out into the moonlight.

J ackson hurried to the next room. He had a long
round to cover and no time to waste on consideration
for the sleeping inmates. The same shouting and kicking
and hammering on the door. This time there was a
sound of murmured consultations within and flicker of
candle light shone through a grimy window. Jackson
shouldered the door ope,n as soon as it was unlocked,
pushing back a man holding a candle. The man had
hurriedly pulled on a pair of trousers, for he had
company, and he was trying to hold them up with his
disengaged hand. - -

The room had some furniture, a bed, a table and a
wardrobe. There was sack covering the cement floor
and, beside the bed a dusly jackal skin. The beam of
Jackson's torch sought the bed and fell on the startled
face of a young woman. She was lying on her back
with an old threadbare blanket drawn lightly up under
her chin and the outline of her breast stood proud
under the thin cover. Her black lovely eyes shone back
the light of Jackson's torch. Its beam caught only the
side of her nose and lips so that the negroid fullness
was hidden in shadow and her features took on a line
of sensuous beauty. Jackson thought momentarily that
she was desirable and inviting. Then he looked at her
dark brown skin and the short coarse crinkly hair and
dismissed her from his male mind as a black kaffir
bitch.

He grabbed the blanket and stripped it off the bed.
There was a narrow space between the bed and the
wall and the girl sprang down into it seeking to hide
her nakedness from the light of the torch which Jackson
played like a searchlight up and down the graceful
curves of her body, avoiding her head. She turned and
writhed to evade the beam and at last snatched at the
blanket and wound it closely round her.

Jackson said to the constable standing impassively
beside him "Tell the bitch to dress herself and come
along". He switched out the torch and turned to the
door of the room.

The man still stood by the door holding up the candle
and his trousers. He said pleadingly, "Please baas, she
is my wife".
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Jackson swung his gloved hand at the man's head.
The man drew back and the blow fell but lightly.
Jackson annoyed, said "You're a bloody liar. She's a
damn prostitute". He turned back to look at the g~rl.

"Anyway", he added, "\V'omen aren't allowed in the
compound". The man made to speak, then checked
himself, as if he though it best to keep his thoughts to
himself.

The girl had clothed herself almost instantaneously,
simply by slipping a cotton dress over her head. She
stood in the candle light with her arms to her sides,
prominent-bosomed and seductive, her soflly rounded
contours untrammelled by underwear, and Jackson
looked her up and down once more. Almost in appro·
bation. Then he flung himself out of the door and the
constables shepherded the girl to join the manacled
prisoners outside.

The patrol worked systematically down the line of
rooms. Each time, as they hammered on a door they
had to wait until those inside woke and opened up, for
Africans are heavy sleepers and none heard the commo
tion around them until their own room was attacked.

By the time J ackson came to the last line he had
collected more than a score of prisoners, the swelling
band of manacled men trudging ahead of the patrol
silent and resigned. The band grew like a snowball as
it passed from room to room, and behind it followed
the women-a few, young and personable; others, mis
shapen, coarse and uninviting.

It was in the last but one that J ackson found a crowd
of a dozen men. For once there had been no response
to his hanlmering and he had detailed three constables
to throw themselves against the door and force the
lock. The door flew back with a resounding crack and
Jackson stepped through with the constables into the
room. The torches flicked round. Four men lay under
their blankets on the floor, and their eyes blinked in
the bright beams of light. Two others stood, clothed,
against the wall, farthest from the door. It was clear
they had been standing quietly, hoping the patrol would
believe the room unoccupied, and pass by. Although
the room was bare they n1ade to edge away from the
shaft of light, as if there were shadows or recesses in
'which they could hide. (continued on page 38)

Words

Words

Words
AFTER THE HEAVY DEFEAT of the British
at Isandhlwana, the death of the Prince
Imperial in a skirmish at Etuki, and
mindful of the Colenso controversy, Dis
raeli commented: "A very rem:.lfkab1e
people, the Zulus. They defeat our
generals, they convert our bishops and
they have settled the fate of a great
European dynasty." What will be said
of them a year from now? History
seems to have passed the Zulu people
by for more than half a century. since
the horrors of their repression in the
Bambata Rebellion of 1906, and the
subsequent trial of "the Child", Para·
mount Chief Dinuzulu.

ridors of white land are being driven
through Zululand to the ,coastal bays,
which will, of course, be white territory
in the Zulustan to come. This will save'
Dr. Verwoerd the embarrassment of
repeating his laughable excuse for the'
exclusion of the Transkei's sole harbour,
Port S1. John's, from the Transkei
Bantustan: it was, he explained to Par
liament, not a white spot in black land,
but a white area linked by sea \vith
white land, and only partly neighboured
by black land. The zoning of Zululand
\vill put the Transkei's monkey-puzzle
n1ap to shame.

The promised black-zoning of the
Bunga buildings in Umtata \vill produce
a black spot in a white spot in a black
spot in a white spot (the Republic). One
might add: in a black continent. But
that way madness lies, in the land of
Bantu areas, zones, s.cheduled, released
and proclaimed areas, black spots, white
urban areas: a land inhabited by BAD
officials for whom South Africa is not
a ·coun:ry but a map. And Zululand is
the most stricken victim of this mania
of n1ap-drawing. Nevertheless, just as
foreign visitors seize on the Transkei to
justify their acceptance of apartheid,
despite its pox of "white areas" which
may be there for 100 years, so will the
fragmen~ed map of Zululand be kept
out of the picture and a vision of a
Zulu homeland in the minds of its scat
tered people be built up instead.

The failure of Transkei "self-govern
ment" to pull Verwoerd's chestnuts out
of the fire has been due to the despera·
tion of the peace·loving Tembus. We
can surely expect no less opposition
from that remarkable people, the
Zulus. •
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Bantu Authorities early on and has be·
come a much photographed ornament of
Hpositive apartheid". But he could only
accept it for the Usutu, and, despi~e the
nine regional authorities said to be
functioning in Zululand, it is known that
the system is disliked everywhere. We
are promised a Zulu Territorial Autho·
rity this year, even before all the Zulus
are organised under Regional Authori·
ties, and all indi~ations are that this
body will call for some sort of "self-
government" previously cooked up by
Mr. De Wet Nel and his Commissioner·
General to the Zulu, Mr. Corrie Nel.

One can see the propaganda build·up
getting under way in the South African\
Digest. The latest issue contains a hand·
somely laid-out "Progress Report on
Zululand", and here one looks keenly
for the handling of the central fact of
Zulu geography-Zululand is no "land"
but an archipelago in a sea of White
farmland. "The Zululand of today", we
are told, "is still the traditional home
of the Zulu, but it does not form a
single geographical unit". Four regions
are described, as if they at any rate are
geographically compact and the empha
sis is on their quality rather than their

But 1963 should see a return of the shape. This "four regions" treatment is
Zulus to the world stage, as Verwoerd's an improvement on Mr. De Wet Nel's
propaganda star·tum, Zulu "indepen- solemn reJoinder to an interviewer in
dence" is being rapidly tarted up in the Parliamentary lobby last session that
the wings. Thus far, the Zulus have the separation of parts of the territorial
proved very sluggish followers of the whole was considered acceptable for
Verwoerd-De Wet Nel-Eiselen will 0' East and West Pakistan, where the parts
the wasp, which led Paramount Chief were 1,000 miles apart-why not for
Botha Sigcau of the Pondos such a ZuIuland, where the corridors were
dance, and has Chief Kaizer Matanzima much narrower? The BAD resear.cher
of the Emigrant Tembu seemingly mes- who thought up that excuse must be sad
merised. Cyprian Bhekuzulu, chief of it has been dropped, but it really does
the Usuthu tribe at Nongoma, and not meet the case, as more areas are
Paramount Chief of all Zulus, accepted being opened up to Whites and new cor·
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\\,'ithout calling for their passes, Jackson said "We
will take the lot". Their failing to answer his summons
was to him sufficient justification. The constables started
rousing the men lying on the floor, who stirred submis·
sively enough. They had hoped to evade trouble but
knew now what their fate would be. As they moved to
get up, all the lights were focussed on them and the
two men standing were left in comparative darkness.
These edged round the wall of the room behind
Jackson.

The constables were busy urging the men on the floor
to hurry, dragging them to their feet. One, more watch·
ful than the others, saw the two men moving in the
shadows and gave a shout. He leapt across the room as
the first man gained the opening of the door and reached
out to collar him.

The Inan struck out and the constable fell back
against Jackson. Jackson swung round with his torch
and the second man knocked it out of his hand. Now
they were both at the door and Jackson saw them
silhouetted against the moonlight outside. One darted
round the corner of the door and vanished behind the
wall of the room. There was a shout from the constable
outside and the clamour of pursuit. The other man
hesitated in the doorway, doubtful of his best line of
escape.

Jackson drew his revolver. As the man chose his line
and ran out away from the room, Jackson stepped
calmly to the door and fired. The man swerved in his
course and pitched forward head first against th~ wall
of the next room. For a few seconds the wall supported
hinl, then he slithered sideways down its face. some
thing hard at his side tamping against the iron corruga
tions one by one with a metallic clatter, until at last he
fcl! to the ground and lay in the dust. •
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The Influence
of African Art
A note adapted from the cQtalogue to the
Rhodesian Festival of African Art

FRANK McEWEN

THERE HAVE BEEN MANY, in recent years, almost too
many great exhibitions of African art in Europe and
America. Beginning in the 1910's and early 20's they
have now become frequent necessities, especially in
America.

It is therefore high time. that African art were shown
more often in Africa, and reclaimed culturally by its
creators.

We have been asked why we held in August last
year a festival of African art in Rhodesia, where it is
little known. But surely this is where it is most needed.

Some worthies will say, "African art was not made
as art". For that matter, neither were Romansque·
Churches nor Gothic Cathedrals. Like African art,
they were created with magical, mystical knowledge
and aspiration. When that mysticism was overwhelmed
by newer, lesser things, the remaining effigies became
'arC-art for urging, exciting, provoking, expressing,
inspiring.

We are told that Dr. Livingstone 'discovered' the
Victoria Falls and that somebody else, a thousand years
after Ptolemy charted it, 'discovered' the source of the
Nile. But who discovered that African art was 'art'?
Before. the Expressionists, before the Picasso group,
and long before the movements of independence, a
vertiginous fascination for it spread over Europe. It
\\tTas like pattering rain announcing a violent squall. The
squall ble,w up at the turn of the century while Africa
\vas still in the great sleep and Spanish, French, and
German artists-explorers in aesthetics-were blown
before its blast like full-rigged ships under bare poles.

NOT YET QUITE SPENT, in 60 years, the squall has
changed the face of western art. Vital, unwritten music
is also being rediscovered by the accident and the
impelling force- of dance. Gone are the nauseating nudes
a la maniere de Bourgereau; gone is the sickly music.
This escape to the new realities was only heralded by
the fantastic Cezanne. Then into the robot-minded world
blew a half-robot, half-magical art conscious of Africa.
But, as the storm abates, Western art itself j s petering
out. Quantity destroys quality in an odious game of
money and rigged 'art·fairs.'

The hard African sky is where the storm came from.
Its blast struck sugary aesthetics and at the same time,

F RAN K M C EWE N is director of the Salisbury
Art Gallery l1,here the Festival of African Art was
held in 1962. His introduction to the exhibition
catalogue appears here in slight~y adapted form.
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another version of virile creation is close at hand-a
new, non-traditionat African art. Again, it may lack
in Latin softness. It is now concered with the realities
of life and death, with the drumbeat of a vast heart
wheTe warm blood flows and wiser spirits become
incarnate.

Africa is that welcome other extreme to our un
relaxed inquietude and the robot 'Welfare' State. She
exists for rhythm and imagination, expression, ·ecstasy
and trance. She exists for the knowledge that de
humanising education has effaced in us and which
mechanisation may temporarily obscure in Africa.
Africa is the wide exchanging gr9und where our
vaunted advantages Inix with conceptions of arL
religion and l~fe which to us are unbelievably varied
and obscure. But in this vigorous encounter a
world of haste comes to learn things it had forgotten
from Ancient Africa. And like all other human deve
lopments it was preceded by movements in art.

\VITH INCREDIBLE VARIATIONS in style and meaning to
an extent unknown elsewhere in history, African art
is mainly expressionistic. Here Expressionism and
Surrealism serve hallucinatory intensities of shock and
feeling. But all styles were active in Africa from the
linear purism of the Porianong or the Ogbom head
dress to the spiritually illuminated realism of fourteenth
century life. When the European, hide-bound by Greeo
Victorian academism, is confronted by this Ife work,
with which he is unfamiliar, he is forced to see some
'good' in African art. But so many sophisticated modern
Africans, divorced from their dynamic past, misunder
stand e.qually well; chocolate-box and airport art
sentimentality abounds while they even indulge in rock
an' roll. At least one newly independent African
nation, Nigeria, bursting with musical life of its own.
has had its national anthem composed in Europe.

As time advances rapidly, significant facts of the
controversial African affair will become apparent. It
will be seen that Africa was the first in the twentieth
century to make her contribution to the· Western
Humanities. to art, faith, music, enthusiasm. Her dona
tions to the West were, however, discreetly, even un
consciously made. They were not paternalistically
proclaimed by missionaries, freedom-riders or peace
corps. There was no hurried cashing in on all that was
being done for the 'backward', 'underdeveloped', con
tinents of Europe and America.

These gifts from Africa came before those obvious
ones-gifts made by Africa in return for valuable
medicines and nlachinery or such soul-destroying in
trusions as sputniks. portable radios, jet travel to
nowhere, not to mention the abusive use of movies and
television!

AND NO\V To SUM UP, as the pendulum of opinion
swings, this group of exhibitions of African, neo
African and new African art is made to prove some
lesser known facts to all peoples alike, for joy and for
meditation.

But the strange affair of 'give' and 'take' has several
facets. One was our concern last August to show what
European genius owes to the ancient genius of
Africa. •
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rr Love Finds a Way"

The opening pages of
ANTHONY DELIUS'S

comic novel The Day Natal Toak Off

(InSight Publications, Cape Town)

LOOKING BACK ON IT NOW, it appears practically inevi
table that the Immorality Act should have landed us in
the gigantic barney that finally brought about the
secession of Natal from the Republic.

At the time, the Act seemed just another one of those
typical bits of lunatic legislation by which th eNational
ists defied some law of nature, reason or just ordinary
scommonsense. Certainly down the years this attempt
to stop people of different colours sleeping with one
another had caused more fuss and embarrassment than
any other law, even to the Nationalists themselves.
So~e promine!1t qovernment supporter was always
beIng caught wIth hIS pants down in the wrong-coloured
company.

Even so, .neve~ in a cen~ury of Sundays could any
body have ImagIned t.hat It could have achieved the
one big deal all Natal from the Berg to the Bay had
~een demanding periodically for more than a genera
tIon.

With a chap of my generation the word 'secession'
\vas practically taken in with his mother's milk-or, at
least, the first time he heard his father's voice. All
through my 'childhood I can remember my dear old
D·ad coming and going with outsize Union Jacks and
shouting angry words about 'Dutchmen' and 'Betrayal'
and, of course, 'Secession'. He died of a stroke round
about the time Smuts or Hertzog or somebody like that
put through a bill to make it impossible for the Old
Country to have any kind of say in South Africa any
longer. "That puts the kibosh on everything! We're
completely under Dutch Domination now!" were prac
tically the old man's last words. Thank heavens he
didn't live long enough to see them eliminate the
Union Jack, stop the playing of 'God Save the Queen',
turn the Union into ~ Republic, and then get us kicked
out of the Commonwealth altogether.

By the time all this happened, even the English in
Natal were in a fair state of bewilderment. Th~y'd just
got accustomed to blaming everything on 'Dutch Do
mination' when a new horror arose in Africa-'Black
Domination'.

Everywhere you looked in Africa there were the
British, the French, the Americans, and the United
Nations putting the Whites under this 'Black Domina
tion'. Cries of outrage and despair were reaching us
from all sorts of oppressed Englishmen in Kenya and
the Rhodesias, and thousands kept arriving with what
they stood up in and car-loads of sunburnt kids. A lot
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of them went back again later, but enough of th·em
remained behind. to remind us of the time when the
British seemed to be selling out their flesh and blood
to the Blacks like hot-dogs.

There was even a time when the word 'secession'
wasn ~t used with the same panache as before, if it \vas
used at all. We began to realise that if we really did
secede, us half-a-miliion Whites would be left alone
with half-a-million Indians and about two-and-a-half
million Zuius. When this was added to the doubts
about whether \ve even wanted to be British any
longer, it can be imagined what sort of state we had
got ourselves into.

On the top of all these confusions were the activiti~s

-or, rather, the inactivities-of the Coalition Party.
The trouble with the Coalition lot was that they

didn't suffer from a split so much as a shattered mind.
'They were torn between the English and the Afrikaners,
the cities and the platteland, the timid liberals and th~

timid Nationalists, the give-it-a-go boys and the softee
walkee addicts, even between the Whites and the
Coloureds~verywhere they looked among their sup
port it cracked into segments like a dam bottom during
a deep drought. It would have taken a committee of
geniuses to sort out a single policy to suit that little
lot-and there were certainly no geniuses among the
Coalition boys.

They were even split up between the three cities
where the Nationalists had managed to lock up the vast
majority of the Coalition supporters. There were the
smug suburbanites of Cape Town ('I'm nearer my God
in a garden'), the Rand Club regiment of Johannesburg
('Don't rock the boat, you might spill some of the
cash'), and us lot in Durban and Natal generally ('Up
the Life-Guards and at 'em'). Every time us Natalians
got going and looked over our shoulders to see where
the other .English were, they'd either disappeared among

Anthony Delius's First Novel ...

the hydrangeas or into the Stock Exchange. So you can
see the Coalition Party had quite a headache trying to
keep all of us together and happy. And the fact that
Father Granite-the Rock of Ages-had been Prime
Minister for 20 years by that time, didn't help to giv~

anybody nluch confidence in them either.
Finally there was the South African Foundation, an

inter-party alliance of major and minor tycoons, who,
every time things got really sticky, rallied round to
prove that there was nothing fundamentally wrong with
the country. Well, you just can't win against all this
sort of thing. So what we used to call 'the main Oppo
sition' gave up having any real policy at all. For a while
they tried hard to compete with Father Granite in
producing Visions Splendid. There were, in quick suc
cession, the Group Senate, the Ethnic Confederation~

the Multi-racial Alliance) the Consultative Condomi
nium, and so on-all grand in scope but weak in detail.
Eventually they hurled in altogether and simply called
themselves the Coalition Partv.

Everybody knew that there"' \vas only one party with
which it would be worthwhile coalescing. The Progres
sives and Liberals were just disgruntled groups of
woolly-minded intellectuals who'd lost their sense of
balance and started demanding one man one vote and
so on. As the late Provincial Leader remarked, "If
you've got to bathe in a shark-infested sea, why take
the coolies under your wing as well?" However, the
Nationalists were doing very nicely, thank you, on their
own. The harder the Coalition boys tried to coalesce,
even when they outdid the Government in shouting
about 'Black Domination', the less response they got.
Strangely enough, the Nats seemed keen to keep them
on as an Opposition, The Government even made them
the only officially recognised Opposition-and this
made the Coalitionists South Africa's one point of real
constitutional difference from the rest of the One-party
Continent. •
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